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How In-Store Technology is Redefining Retail 

Date: March 15, 2016 

Time: 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 

Location: Las Vegas Convention Center 

In conjunction with Digital Signage Expo 

#PRIRetailForum 

 

 

 

Forum Presenters Include: 

Digital signage and retail industry professionals from organizations includ-

ing Six Flags, MGM Resorts International, Kroger, and Nebraska Furniture 

Mart, among many others. See the agenda for more information about ses-

sions and scheduled speakers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Platinum Sponsor: 

Media Partners: 

Gold Sponsors: 

Click Here to Register! 

Click here for the full Forum agenda   

Plan to attend the Retail Analytics Council Executive 

Development Program on May 18-19, 2016, in  

Evanston, Illinois. Leading retailers and academics 

will be addressing topics such as the Changing Na-

ture of Online Shopping, Managing Big Data, Infor-

mation Security, RFID at Macy’s, the Behavioral Re-

lationship Between Online Activity and In-store Pur-

chases at GameStop, and much more. Click here for 

more information about the Retail Analytics Council.  
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 Industry Snapshot: 

Retail Sector Performance Charts  

The following table and charts provide a snapshot of retail sales performance  

during the fourth quarter of 2015. 

 

Source: Haver Analytics 

Chart 1. Retail Sales: Total (Excluding Food Service). 

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 

 

Retail Spending (%) Jan. Dec. Nov. 
Jan. 

Y/Y 
2015 2014 2013 

 Total Retail Sales &    

 Food Services 
0.2 0.2 0.3 3.4 2.1 3.9 3.7 

     Excluding Autos 0.1 0.1 0.3 2.5 0.9 3.1 2.7 

     Non-Auto Less  

     Gasoline &  

     Building Supplies 

0.6 -0.3 0.5 3.1 3.0 3.3 2.7 

 Retail Sales 0.3 0.0 0.3 3.1 1.4 3.7 3.8 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 Chart 2. Retail Trade: Nonstore Retailers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 

 

Chart 3. S&P Retail Select Industry Index.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: McGraw Hill Financial 
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Beacons Are Not the New Black 

 
By Matt Silk, Head of Strategy, Waterfall 

B 
eacons are a glowing signal, a sign of hope to let lost wanderers to know 
that they are almost home. For marketers, after reading countless articles 
and commentary over the last two years, beacons may appear just as glori-

ous. In this case, the beacons are a class of Bluetooth low energy (BLE) devices 
that broadcast their identifier to nearby portable electronic devices (e.g. 
smartphone or tablet). This technology enables marketers to communicate with 
those consenting smartphones, tablets, and other devices to perform actions or 
deliver content when in close proximity to a beacon. 

Prognosticators in blogs and at conferences were convinced that beacons would 
completely alter the world of communication for retailers and other companies. 
Many marketers eagerly jumped on the beacon bandwagon in hopes of increased 
purchases, customer interaction, and a better understanding of buyer behavior. 
However, according to a recent study, only 29 percent of retailers use beacons in 
their stores today. With these alluring benefits, why aren’t more retailers, brands, 
and marketers using beacons?   

The answer is rather simple: marketers are completely overwhelmed. Marketers 
start and end their day thinking about mobile advertising, mobile web, social media 
advertising, SMS, email marketing, push notifications, QR codes, mobile coupons, 
PPC, SEO, wearable technology, retargeting, affiliate marketing, and the list goes 
on. Add beacons to this, a very immature technology, and you are left with a con-
fused marketer who is understaffed, underbudgeted, and drowning in technology 
possibilities. It’s no wonder more brands have not added beacons to their market-
ing mix yet.  

Brands, in general, are already underinvested in mobile, many not utilizing proven, 
low cost channels like SMS, their sites are not optimized for mobile, they have a 
nascent mobile app strategy, etc. How can we then expect them to use a technolo-
gy like beacons? While beacons may sound promising and sexy, success with 
beacons is certainly no small undertaking.  

Getting Started 

In order to set up a beacon program, brands must first do the following: 

 Deploy the actual beacon hardware.  

 Select and configure a platform to manage the beacons and content – a 
solution that helps set limits on the beacons, prioritizes content, and con-
nects to the company’s CRM tool. 

 Launch or enhance current iOS or Android app to interact with the beacons. 

 Create messaging campaigns to leverage the new engagement opportuni-
ties. 

Assuming the launch is complete, now the real fun begins. With the massive 
amount of data generated after the rollout, brands must ensure that the system can 
view and digest that level of data in a sensible and efficient way. Next, the brand 
must figure out which triggers are message-worthy events and how, exactly, that 
message will get across to customers without being intrusive. Remember, you are 
going to have five other departments demanding that they message those exact 
same customers for other events. Talk about message fatigue.  

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bluetooth_low_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_computing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smartphone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_tablet
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After you have fought off the other departments, you will have to get sign-off from 
10 different departments for every aspect of the beacon program, because every-
one and no one “owns” this customer moment, as it is unclear whether they are in-
store, online, mobile, browsing, buying, or interacting with a sales representative. 
As you can imagine, the actual ownership of the beacon program is very grey.  

Once you have gotten buy-in from multiple teams, the next debate comes when 
planning the messaging for the connected customer, as well as the massive or-
ganizational changes required to deliver on that strategy. Not a small feat. If you 
still have any time or energy left, you’ll have to figure out a way to gather enough 
data from a pilot program to justify the investment for a universal rollout. However, 
even if the pilot program proves to be successful and beacons are deemed worthy 
of the high price tag, you will still need to tackle yet another ecosystem – every 
franchisee and local store manager – and get their support for your program. 

Key Areas of Concern  

Bad User Experience 

Beacon messages are a highly personal communication. Without being extremely 
careful, it is easy for a company to come across as 
intrusive, invasive, or irrelevant. Because beacons 
are an immature technology, there are no univer-
sal best practices around how to use them yet. 
Businesses that employ beacons run the risk of 
“spamming” their customers with marketing mes-
sages purely for their own gain. Consumers are 
savvy and impatient. If they feel the slightest bit 
annoyed or taken advantage of, they will not think twice about holding down your 
app and pressing the delete button. Just because you can send something, 
doesn’t mean that you should.   

Adoption Challenge 

Before you can even message your customers, you need to give them a reason to 
download your app. With over 1.5 billion apps available for download, getting your 
app out there is no small feat. According to a recent report from ComScore, a 
staggering 65.5 percent of U.S. smartphone users fail to download any new apps 
each month. Research also shows that consumers spend 85 percent of their mo-
bile time using apps, however, the number of apps they use is a mere five. Even if 
your app is downloaded, the likelihood of it getting used is very low.  

The most popular apps include Facebook (13 percent of U.S. minutes spent on 
apps), Google (12 percent of time), Amazon (3 percent), Apple (3 percent), Yahoo 
(2 percent), Microsoft (1 percent), and eBay (1 percent). According to Forrester’s 
U.S. Consumer Technographics Behavioral Study, of the top seven app catego-
ries, social networking accounts for 12 percent of total usage, TV/Video apps ac-
count for 9 percent, communication for 7 percent, games, maps, and music all for 
6 percent, and shopping apps for 5 percent.  

Just because you 
can send some-
thing, doesn’t mean 
that you should.   

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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If the brand does get users to download the app, it then needs consent for notifica-
tions and location services. Users will start worrying about big brother and battery 
life as soon as they are presented with this choice to allow for both. Getting to 
scale to justify the costs of this initiative is clearly a real challenge.   

Blocked Messaging 

After all of the hard work convincing internal departments and implementing the 
solution, you expect your messages to get sent to the right person. One of the big-
gest concerns with beacons though, is deliverability of messages and accessibility. 
If users turn off their Bluetooth to preserve battery life, then the beacon can not 
communicate, and the users are unable to experience the beacon messaging. All 
of your hard work and time spent implementing beacon technology was futile.  

Despite everything above, which would lead you to believe beacon implementa-
tions are a horrible idea, I am actually a huge fan and think beacon technology has 
incredible potential. My only concern is that we are blinded by the hype and not 
realistic about the immense amount of time, cost, and energy needed for imple-
mentation. Beacons are certainly not the heart of mobile, but are another tool to 
help marketers send smarter, more targeted communication. If beacon technology 
continues to mature, I am confident more companies will start adding beacons to 
their marketing mix. For now, though, let’s put the hype aside and have a realistic 
look at where we are in their maturation and perhaps look to other mobile technolo-
gies to engage your customers.  

 

 

Matt Silk, Head of Strate-

gy, Waterfall. 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 Demystifying the Store: Understanding Demand and 
Marketing Performance – and Unlocking Potential 

Alfonso Perez, Co-Founder & COO, Shopperception and Jim Lucas, Principal,  
Evanston Consulting Group, Advisory Board, Shopperception 

I 
n “Inside the Mind of the Shopper” (2009), author Herb Sorensen opens the 
book by noting that there are 20 million seconds of time that shoppers spend in 
the average U.S. supermarket in a given week. He goes on to say, “That’s 20 

million opportunities to sell.” While it is unlikely this thought will achieve the popu-
larity of the “show me the money” quip in “Jerry McGuire,” it does possess that 
compelling grain of truth that is strangely attractive. 

Probably before the agora in ancient Greece, merchants recognized that when 
people step up to their stalls, they represent a sales opportunity. Nowhere is “the 
store as a selling opportunity” truer than in today’s modern retail. Consider the 
time, effort, and resources that have been committed to packaging that stands out 
at the shelf, as well as enhanced planograms, aisle reinventions, POP, and mobile 
and digital applications (e.g., in-store beacons). 

Today’s Retail Analytics 

Analytics play a crucial role in retail, including the management of the supply 
chain; operations and marketing; and the scope of how shoppers behave, move, 
and interact in the store. Previously, access to this information has been of limited 
scope. Historically, retailers and marketers have relied on mystery shoppers, store 
audits, shopper intercepts, and POS data to achieve glimpses of browsing behav-
ior.  

Moreover, given today’s lean innovation, fast failure, and A/B testing, there is a 
need for today’s behavioral analytics to be focused on outcomes (traffic and con-
version), as well as interaction/engagement.  

 

 

The innovative use of new technologies (e.g., 3-D sensors, Wi-Fi, etc.) and analyt-
ic tools now make it possible to measure in-store behaviors affordably and in real 
time. These technologies provide the line-of-sight measurement that allows mar-
keters and retailers to see the entire story. New technology and real-time data are 
changing the way we think about in-store behavior and analytics. 

Figure 1. Measuring the Shopping Experi-
ence by Store Part: Category Traffic, In-
teraction, and Conversion. 

Figure 2. Shelf Installation. 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 Appreciating Demand In-store 

It’s been said, “Many blessings flow from increased sales.” We define traffic as 
demand, and demand as an opportunity to sell (“Behavioral Analytics in Retail,” 
Ronny Maxx, 2013). That sales opportunity begins when a shopper enters the 
physical store. By measuring demand, there are potential insights into how many 
people visit the store or a particular store part1 (e.g., produce, dairy, health and 
beauty, etc.), how long they stay in a particular area (occupancy), the value of a 
potential shopper, and the effectiveness of marketing to drive shoppers to a store 
or a particular area of the store or converting sales. 

Using in-store behavioral metrics: 

 Helps identify and understand demand as well as opportunities to sell. 

 Provides insight into how to create and convert this demand. 

 Allows us to measure the impact of marketing on demand (ability to in-
crease store/store part traffic) and conversion. 

As contrasted with single point-in-time studies of in-store, ongoing measurement 
across numerous stores allows us to look at the change in in-store measures. 
This may include store/store part traffic and conversion rate as a result of a mar-
keting intervention and/or to uncover store differences.  

Marketing Performance: Value of Marketing 

The net impact or value of a marketing campaign is usually measured with some 
version of the following: 

Net Impact of Marketing Campaign = Incremental Sales – Campaign Costs 

This direct method does not tell the whole story. Marketing’s role is to increase 
traffic, provide incentives to the shopper to make a purchase, and to convince 
them to come back again. In a store, there are three ways we can increase sales 
– drive more traffic, increase the conversion, and/or increase the buying rate 
(basket size). We can look at a number of behavior-based measures to under-
stand the value of marketing. 

Conversion2 is the metric of store performance. It is directly correlated with the 
actual demand and the specific environment inside the store. It is the comp store 
sales of in-store. 

There are a number of line-of-sight metrics that can be used to measure the value 
of marketing: 

 Marketing cost per sales opportunity = Marketing campaign costs/visitors. 

 Opportunity rate = Number of shoppers visiting a particular location or 
number of shoppers engaging with a particular display. 

 Marketing cost per conversion = Marketing campaign costs/Conversions. 

 Customer value = Sales/Visitors. 

1  
Store part refers to a particular department/aisle or location of the store, such as produce, frozen     

    foods, lobby, or checkout. This is analogous to the way “daypart” is used to refer to a period of time     
   during the day. 

2 Sales Conversion can be measured in two ways: The percentage of shoppers who visit a depart 
    ment/shelf who put product in their cart (sensor data); or as the number of transactions for a cate 
    gory or product (POS data), divided by the number of visitors to that category or shelf.  

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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So this new generation of in-store, behavior-based metrics provides a very useful 
way to look at in-store. They provide new measures of marketing performance that 
can augment marketing effectiveness measurement (e.g., media mix models), one 
that is as useful to retailers as it is to marketers. 

Examples 

The following case studies illustrate the value of monitoring in-store behavior in real 
time. 

Case 1 – Improving Visibility/Shop-ability of the Shelf 

A cereal manufacturer developed several new planograms for the cereal category 
to improve its own visibility and make the overall category easier and more intuitive 
to shop. The winning shelf design generated better shopper interaction and en-
gagement at the shelf, created a two percentage point increase in sales conversion 
of their products, and sustained a 3 percent increase in overall category sales. 

Figure 3. Heat Maps of Different Shelf Sets. 

Case 2 – Shopper Lost, Opportunity Found 

An ongoing analysis of the cleaning aisle identified significant differences by the 
retailer/store (i.e., opportunities to improve both category interaction and conver-
sion). In one of the stores, 30 percent of the shoppers visiting the cleaning aisle 
were “walk-throughs” who did not interact with the category when going through. 
By examining more successful stores, several ways were identified to improve 
cleaning category interaction and conversion in order to engage and convert more 
of the shoppers who visit the aisle. 

Figure 4. Dashboard Measures. 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 Conclusion 

The use of 3-D sensors in-store provides an array of helpful behavioral metrics 
and insights, which can be acted upon to identify potential opportunities to im-
prove store performance. 

With the use of ongoing in-store measurement, it is possible to evaluate the mar-
keting performance or impact of many types of in-store marketing interventions 
(e.g., packaging, shelf set, merchandising, POP and digital/mobile) through analy-
sis of changes in traffic, interactions, and conversions. 

 

Alfonso Perez , Co-
Founder and COO, 
Shopperception.  

Jim Lucas, Principal, Ev-

anston Consulting Group, 

and is on the  Advisory 

Board of Shopperception. 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 Digital Retail Forum will be Featured at Digital  
Signage Expo 2016 

P 
latt Retail Institute’s Digital Retail Forum will take place on March 15, 2016, 
the day before the Digital Signage Expo (DSE) trade show opens at the Las 
Vegas Convention Center. The 2016 Forum, titled “How In-Store Technolo-

gy is Redefining Retail,” is a full day of sessions from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.  

The all-new Digital Retail Forum will focus on how changing consumer shopping 
preferences are causing retailers to transform the way they do business. Much of 
this change is supported by customer-facing technologies, from digital signs and 
equipping employees with smartphones and tablets, to those that are required to 
support an omni-channel business model. To register for Platt Retail Institute’s 
Digital Retail Forum, visit www.dse2016.com. 
  
Forum attendees will hear case studies presented by retailers including Kroger, 
MGM Resorts International, Nebraska Furniture Mart, Six Flags, and Swarovski, 
among others, to gain insights into these and other leading-edge issues. Speakers 
will discuss  how opportunities increase through the use of Wi-Fi to understand 
customer behavior and RFID tags to locate merchandise, as well as the growth of 
big data analytics. In addition, attendees will learn best practices, understand the 
potential return on these investments, and how to generate actionable insights to 
improve the customer experience and reduce operating costs.  
 
Sessions include: 

 Relevance and Recency: How Targetability of Content Drives Digital 
Signage Results. Speakers: Sean Anderson, Director of Interactive & 
Mobile Services, Six Flags Entertainment Corporation; Tim Bennink, Ac-
count Director, Freshwater Digital (Previously Business Development Man-
ager, Meijer, Inc.); and Stuart Armstrong, Group President, ComQi. Moder-
ator: Richard Ventura, VP, Business Development and Solutions, NEC Dis-
play Solutions. 

 Introduction to Retail Analytics. Speakers: Prof. Martin Block, Inte-
grated Marketing Communications Dept., Northwestern University and Ex-
ecutive Director, Retail Analytics Council; and Carl Ceresoli, Sr. Dir., Busi-
ness Intelligence, Microsoft Retail Stores. Moderator: Maroun Ishac, Direc-
tor Business Development, Retail Solutions Division, Intel Corporation. 

 Who Are the Players and How Are They Using Technology to Influ-
ence the Customer in the New Physical Retail Environment? Speak-
ers: Michelle Adams, Founder, Marketing Brainology; Elaine Murray Klein-
schmidt, Vice President of Digital Experience, Big Red Rooster; and Neal 
Lassila, President & CEO, Fresh Juice Global. Moderator: Jason Barak, 
Managing Partner, D3 LED, LLC. 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=00162rhtyyedysnmR1bYZbBcn96lkNFV2nY6uuaMri54gXCkKpdcYyvgfO_xisENqJKmPEIIgbKHJr5M5M9frcNcVI8K_MAhxwUxIr6VXJDqRSyyxzvwLwU-nLSADKDlYqAgHqSrJLx2Ey03g9giTsHhu0AxOGX0B6PXToNinkjR6U6fODp8R993Ahm6cLBUGNxg9Z9Fx1VIdnvuS7_qzJYIvx_hLytftphYxSp
http://www.dse2016.com
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  Maximizing Profits Through Pricing Analytics. Speaker: Steve 
Schnur, Director of Merchandise Planning and Analytics, MGM Resorts 
International. 

 Revolutionizing Retail at the Shelf Edge: Kroger¹s Digital Shelf Edge 
Technology. Speaker: Titus Jones, General Manager, Technology 
R&D, The Kroger Company. 

 Swarovski’s Approach to Retail Innovation. Speaker: Steve Parris, 
Global Senior Retail Innovation Manager, Swarovski. Moderator: Tom Nix, 
CEO,  
Scala. 

 In-Store Digital Signage You Can Hang Your Hat On. Speakers: Lee 
Summers, Marketing Technology Manager, Nebraska Furniture Mart; and 
Matt Schmitt, President and Chief Innovation and Strategy Officer, Reflect. 

See the current agenda for more information about sessions and scheduled 
speakers.  

 

Platnium Sponsor: 

Media Partners 

Gold Sponsors: 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
http://www.digitalsignageexpo.net/2016/Public/SessionDetails.aspx?FromPage=Sessions.aspx&SessionID=194&SessionDateID=6
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 Digital Signage: Six Reasons Why the Industry Has 
Finally ‘Turned the Corner’ 

By Stuart Armstrong, Group President, ComQi 
 

A 
nyone in the emerging technology business can relate to annual predictions 
that the next year will be the one in which their industry will take off. 

People in the digital signage industry have stopped doing that – because 
the business did, after many years, finally take off. 

Most of the senior people I know and trust in the industry tell me 2015 was the 
year when ideas turned to actions, and pilots became rollouts. As the Group Presi-
dent for a software company that has been serving this sector for some 15 years, I 
can tell you 2015 was up 92 percent over 2014 – and 2014 had been a pretty 
good year. 

At the beginning of 2016, business is already looking to be up at least another 25 
percent over 2015, so for my company at least, there is optimism that strong sus-
tainable growth will continue. We are not alone; I hear similar stories from our 
business partners, as well as those top-tier companies that sell competitive con-
tent management systems. 

So, what happened? Why did the business of creating and delivering digital dis-
play solutions in retail and other environments finally get traction with buyers, both 
small and very large? These are the six key reasons: 

Reason #1 - Lower Deployment Costs  

One major reason is that costs came down, on virtually all elements of the tech-
nology mix. The cost for large, flat-panel displays is a fraction of what it used to 
be. PCs also cost far less, but have far more processing and video graphics pow-
er, and are now engineered to last in rough environments like shops, mass 
transport hubs, and factory floors. 

Reason #2 - Scalability 

The software and infrastructure that make it possible to manage hundreds or thou-
sands of media players and displays, in locations across a country or around the 
globe, have also matured. Clients are looking for intelligent systems that can han-
dle the scale of big deployments, minimize maintenance and management, and 
use smart planning and real-time data to precisely time and target messaging.  

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 Whether they are consumer- or staff-facing, the right systems allow any messag-
ing to hit these two keynotes: timeliness and relevance. We’re getting way beyond 
simply broadcasting messages on screens and hoping they get noticed, as we 
move to the targeted narrowcasting of content. 

Reason #3 - Full Service, One Point of Accountability 

We deal a lot with major retail, food, and hospitality brands, and what we hear 
most often is that they want to focus on their core business operations, and out-
source things like their digital signage solutions. They don’t just want to buy and 
learn software. They want a partner that brings proven capabilities, direct experi-
ence, and ongoing support – one point of accountability to help with network and 
content design, content production, installation, and then ongoing support ser-
vices. 

It is a service model that has evolved with other technologies, and there are a 
number of well-respected companies that have adopted and delivered that model. 
That seems to be where the market is now going and sticking. 

Reason #4 - The Internet of Things (IoT) 

“The retail footprint is changing, as are shopper behaviors and expectations,” says 
Jarred Smith, Manager of Digital Experience at Love's Travel Stops. “We know we 
need to work with technology partners who can not only help deliver relevant mes-
saging in stores, but also integrate and use all those technologies to drive busi-
ness performance.” 

He is talking, at least in part, about the impact of the Internet of Things (IoT). It’s a 
buzz phrase, sure, but a lot more than hype. The IoT is delivering valuable infor-
mation for marketers. In a retail setting, for example, the ability to use real-time 
and stored data from a variety of systems – such as sales, inventory, and logistics 
– can transform in-store messaging. The machine knows not to bother promoting 

items that are short on stock, or how the shopper 
profile changes throughout a day, based on sen-
sors, beacons, and loyalty data. 

We are told by some of the largest retailers that 
published RFPs during 2015 that “future-proofed” 
was the top attribute in their scoring of the differ-
ent solutions. Retailers are looking for systems 

with open architectures and proven integration capabilities. 

Reason #5 - Enhance the Shopper Experience 

Digital signage technology is also seeing accelerated adoption because it can 
drive better experience in stores – directly with shoppers and indirectly, by better 
informing and training customer-facing staff. The right message at the right time, 
that speaks to a customer in the right way, can drive a purchasing decision and, in 
aggregate, make a dramatic impact on key performance metrics such as overall 
sales, profitability, customer satisfaction, and employee retention.   

With some exceptions, store footprints are getting smaller. That means less on-
premise inventory and more reliance on technologies such as interactive 
touchscreens to enable the idea of the endless aisle. Yes, you can look up differ-
ent SKUs on a smart phone, but shoppers are more comfortable making buying 
decisions about something they see on a larger screen than on the five-inch 
screen in their hands. 

That said, digital marketing technologies are now giving us more and better data 
about shoppers and their journeys. With a top messaging platform, that data can 
directly shape what is on screens, where, when, and why. 

Retailers are looking 
for systems with open 
architectures and 
proven integration  
capabilities. 
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 We are sensing that the requirements and pressures in retail to drive more perfor-
mance out of shrinking stores, have positively impacted the digital signage mar-
ket. 

Reason #6 - Train & Motivate Staff 

The other aspect is staff training and motivation – something that rarely was 
raised as a consideration, but is now in-
creasingly central to the discussions we 
have with our retail customers. Innova-
tive solutions use interactive 
touchscreens to train and motivate staff, 
and messaging screens help them un-
derstand how to do their jobs better. 

In some situations – including office campuses and back-of-house in consumer 
environments – we are also seeing rapid adoption of corporate communications 
messaging, because the HR and executive teams understand the efficiency and 
impacts that screens deliver. If you read studies on workplace satisfaction, you 
will see a direct correlation between happiness and being informed. Networked 
screens can do the basics, and get the desired reach, far better than emails, pa-
per drops on desks, and posters in break rooms. 

Looking Ahead 

In pure business terms, it is, of course, exciting to see discussions turn into deals, 
and the sort of growth that we thought would one day happen. It is equally excit-
ing to mine the possibilities, and see what this technology can do to transform re-
tail and other spaces. 

Stuart Armstrong, 

Group President, 

ComQi.  

If you read studies on work-
place satisfaction, you will 
see a direct correlation be-
tween happiness and being 
informed.  

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 Fantasy Football Experience Improved for  

Redskins Fans  

By Irene Chow, CEO, Intuivation Services Consulting, Inc. 

 

T 
he National Football League's Washington Redskins wanted to create a fan-

tasy sports lounge for fans on game days. The space had to be comfortable, 

but it also needed to provide fantasy sports stats in a timely and entertaining 

manner. In recent years, fans have complained of a poor experience at the Lando-

ver, Maryland stadium, marked by snarled parking, rowdy fan behavior, long lines, 

frequent advertisements, and large numbers of interlopers from visiting teams. At 

the same time, the home viewing experience for fans of all 32 NFL franchises has 

dramatically improved, thanks to large high-definition TVs and the NFL’s own 

RedZone network, which shows every scoring play. 

A 2015 Washington Post article states that, “The Redskins began acknowledging 

such complaints in recent months; team President Bruce Allen sent a contrite letter 

to fans in March. ‘Redskins fans deserve a stadium experience worthy of your loyal 

support,’ Allen wrote. ‘It’s clear from your feedback that in several areas, we need 

to do better.’" The fantasy sports lounge was created as one effort to give ticket 

holders a better experience. Its comfort, access to statistics, and live play-by-play 

display provide an at-home experience at the stadium.   

In newer sports stadiums, fans see digital screens everywhere they turn. There are 

screens at stadium restaurants, concession stands, in VIP hospitality suites, in 

seat backs, and even in the restrooms and more. The spectator’s expectations and 

demands of sport complexes have drastically changed over the years. Remember 

back to the "Jumbotron" – that large and innovative screen that could be seen from 

everywhere and was the only screen in the entire place. The once-awesome, pixi-

lated Jumbotrons have now evolved into huge LED screens with significantly im-

proved resolution, allowing fans to see clear images on the big displays.  

The Redskins were looking for a way to improve and create an iconic experience. 

The team's management ultimately did the research and decided on several up-

grades to include an LED ticker solution that created a Times Square-like effect for 

the fantasy sports lounge. 
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 The LED ticker fits the large space and offers the fans the ability to consult on the 

appropriate fantasy sports feed, bringing the team’s vision to life. To create the 

seamless appearance of the wraparound ticker, the solution comprised 10 mm 

black SMD indoor LED panels in four sections that created an 18-inch x 39-foot 

indoor three-dimensional LED display. Two 120V, 20 AMP electrical circuits power 

the entire display. The display is controlled over shielded Cat5e cable from a Mi-

crosoft Surface PC several hundred feet away in a server room.  

This display was an ideal solution for a customer lounge in a somewhat open area 

on the stadium concourse level with a lot of ambient light. The display is slightly 

larger than a typical LED ticker that is usually about eight to 12 inches high. There-

fore, using this size and type of LED display made the ticker content from the 

sponsor more eye-catching to the fans and created a more intimate environment in 

an area that experiences heavy foot traffic.   

One of the biggest challenges was to develop the display within 30 days while 

managing the logistics involved with overseas manufacturing. The stadium needed 

the solution to be installed within a certain time frame that did not conflict with the 

Washington Redskins home-game schedule, which was a logistical challenge. An-

other issue was identifying a specialty installer who would accept the challenge of 

working with polished wood wall facings. On top of that, there were shipping delays 

from the manufacturer as well as weather delays. These logistical issues made the 

management of the project’s timeline challenging. The final results; the display is 

visually stunning and the content is easy to manage. 

The fantasy sports 

lounge is now one 

of the busiest areas 

of the stadium on 

game days, which is 

a change from more 

than a year ago 

when many stadi-

ums were seeing a 

decrease in ticket 

sales. NFL teams 

are making adjust-

ments because the 

at-home experience was becoming better and cheaper than ever, while the stadi-

um experience became more expensive.  

Sports stadiums are starting to renovate or build with a focus on design for visual 

impact, and digital signage is at the core of the stadium experience for ticket hold-

ers. Teams and owners focusing on a revived fan experience continue to see posi-

tive revenue streams, and fans enjoy a much richer stadium experience in the 

stands and beyond.  

 

Irene Chow, CEO,   
Intuivation Services 
Consulting, Inc. 
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 Making a Bright Investment for Your Retail Space 
with LED 

 

By Eric Bland, Vice President and General Manager, and Haley Milicevich,  
Marketing Assistant, D3 LED, LLC 

W 
ith each new business venture, even the most experienced retail brands 
find themselves in the driver’s seat at several key crossroads. Decisions 
of location, strategy, and design all profoundly shape the direction and 

ultimately the success of a project. Contributing to the decision opportunities is the 
emergence of digital signage, a trend with such tremendous benefits it is impossi-
ble to ignore. With a variety of display options available, retailers around the world 
must carefully analyze which digital signage technology provides the best solution 
for a store’s specific needs.   

Today’s major contenders are LCD and LED displays, each of which has a unique 
place in retail environments. LCDs are backlit displays that create images by per-
mitting light transmission through their liquid crystal lens. They have the greatest 
resolution on smaller displays, from 20 to 100 inches, and offer versatility as they 
can be tiled together to create larger displays. LEDs, light-emitting diodes, on the 
other hand, are ideal for larger displays, typically over 100 inches. LED displays 
create images by changing the brightness of LEDs, and are scalable to any size 
with no visible seams. Their most impressive features for retail are their brightness 
capabilities with minimal glare, a significant visual benefit for continuous, uninter-
rupted imagery on large video walls.   

With obvious advantages to both LCD and LED displays, the cost of ownership 
weighed against the features and benefits of each often becomes the deciding 
factor. LCD displays have a typical lifespan of 30,000 to 60,000 hours, or 3.4 to 
6.8 years, and have historically required less of an initial investment. Today, how-
ever, point-of-entry for LED displays typically can start 20 percent lower than the 
lowest point-of-entry for commercial-grade LCDs, making them appealing as an 
introduction into digital technology. Higher-end LED displays require a greater ini-
tial investment, but have a typical lifespan of 80,000 to 100,000 hours, or nine to 
11.4 years. With image and color consistency throughout the whole display, LEDs 
provide the contrast ratio and brightness needed for indoor and outdoor settings 
alike.  

Express faced this LED vs. LCD conundrum as it 
formed the design plan for its new flagship stores in 
San Francisco’s Union Square and New York City’s 
Times Square. The latest Express store, the new 
15,726 square-foot location in Union Square, boasts 
elements of refined chic in a modern design to cre-
ate an individual space and sense of style. A mas-
sive digital LED column standing more than 13 feet 
high welcomes visitors to Express Union Square 
with high-definition content. In 2013, D3’s curved, 4 
mm high-resolution LED column was recognized by 
the Wall Street Journal as the only 4 mm LED dis-
play in the world having a 36 inch or less convex 
radius.  

Above the store’s cash wrap area is a 4 mm high-
resolution LED display that emphasizes the Express 
brand. LED was the chosen product for this project 
because the display needed to cover 121.52 sq. ft. 
of surface area with no visible seams. 
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In the New York City Express 
store, a 2.5 mm high-resolution 
indoor display was built. LED was 
chosen for this display because 
Express was looking for a solution 
that could provide brightness and 
vibrancy, free from bezels and 
seams. Prominently positioned at 
the top of the escalator bank is an 
11 ft. high x 5 ft. wide display to 
greet guests with content featuring 
models wearing the latest fashion 
collections from the brand’s four 
lifestyles. The displays seamlessly 
blend into these sleek retail envi-
ronments while enriching the in-

store customer experience. This shift from static to digital signage has trans-
formed Express into a dynamic shopping experience.  

LED is noteworthy for various reasons. First, it can be used to create unique 
shapes like the tight radius of the Express showroom column.  

Second, given the same brightness, LEDs are typically 30 percent more efficient 
on average than LCD displays, resulting in a 30 percent reduction in energy con-
sumption for lower monthly power bills. The reduced power usage also results in 
lower heat production and thus reduced cooling bills.  

Finally, from a maintenance perspective, LED has benefits. As in any technology, 
minor failures occur; modules go out and physical elements break down. LED, 
however, allows much more flexibility when these inevitable failures occur. In an 
LED display, individual components can be repaired or replaced without having to 
unnecessarily replace functional parts.  

Since the time of the Express Union Square install just a year ago, the pricing of 
LED displays has come down significantly. While the design and technology bene-
fits of LED justified the extra expense for the Express flagship location, current 
pricing has edged LED forward as the clear choice for flagship locations and local 
stores alike.   

After accounting for extended lifetime, reduced 
power, and cooling expenses, the breakeven 
point between LCD and LED begins at high-
definition resolutions, ideal for large displays, par-
ticularly for longer in-store viewing distances, and 
is anticipated to continue to improve in the years 
to come. For closer viewing distances, the extra 
features of ultra-high-definition LED displays, in-
cluding expanded brightness and contrast, re-
duced glare, curved and unique shapes, and 
modular maintenance capabilities justify the pos-
sible additional investment. When factoring in all 
relevant considerations to develop the true cost of 
ownership over the lifetime of the product, current 
LED display pricing can now meet or exceed the 
affordability of comparable-sized LCD displays, 
making it a bright investment for retail spaces.  

Haley Milicevich, Market-
ing Assistant, D3 LED, 
LLC. 

Eric Bland, Vice President 
and General Manager, D3 
LED, LLC. 
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 Mobile Tracking: Issues for Retail Analytics 

By Meta S. Brown, President, A4A Brown  

 

A 
nalytics, any type of analytics, produce value for a business only in the 
context of appropriate action. That fact provides a guiding principle for data 
gathering. 

Mobile tracking, the collection of information about individual behavior by detect-
ing signals from personal mobile devices, is one of the newest data collection 
methods for brick-and-mortar retailers. This practice has raised many questions 
regarding legality, privacy, and ethics. While researching this topic, I found ex-
perts who offered many different points of view on what is legal, and what is not, 
whether mobile tracking adequately respects consumer privacy (or not) and what 
practices are ethical (or not). Yet very little at-
tention has been devoted to the fundamental 
question of whether mobile tracking is actually 
the best (or even a good) investment for retail-
ers. 

At the heart of the matter is a simple question: 
What are you willing and able to do with the consumer data you have or can ob-

tain?  

If everyone were brutally honest, the answer would often be: nothing. In fact, 
many people are just that honest in speaking to me. It may seem unlikely, even 
ridiculous, that the management of any business would pay to obtain data, wheth-
er through mobile tracking, web analytics, survey research, or any other means. 
Perhaps management employs professional data analysts, though fails to make 
full use of the resulting information, yet I have personally observed such behavior 
in hundreds of businesses. 

For the businesses (or individual managers) who do not use the data as a basis 
for action, mobile tracking has absolutely no value. 

Many business managers say that they value analytics and take data into consid-
eration when making decisions. All of them are truthful in the sense that they be-
lieve what they say. In the worst case, the analytics might be reviewed and reject-

ed (most often, because the results are 
not consistent with the expected or de-
sired results), and decisions are based 
on gut feel. In that case, mobile track-
ing again produces no value.  

It may seem trivial to make the point 
that you get no value from data and 
analysis you do not use. Yet, in prac-
tice, this is the primary reason for fail-
ure to realize positive return on an   
analytics investment, for any type of 
analytics.  

If the data involved is, for example, a 
conventional consumer survey, then 
you have wasted money, but are un-
likely to find yourself in any legal, politi-
cal, or public relations mess.  

The low risk associated with older data 
collection techniques is only partly be-

What are you willing 
and able to do with the 
consumer data you 

have or can obtain?  
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 cause they are less controversial; it also is true that accepted ethical standards 
(such as the Council of American Survey Research Organizations' Code of Stand-
ards and Ethics for Market, Opinion, and Social Research) for these methods ex-
ist and are widely known and used. Mobile analytics, in contrast, has been in use 
for less than a decade and has no established ethical standards. 

Of course, the point is that you should use the data that you collect, and make 
business decisions based on data. But that is not the only point. It is also that da-
ta collection via mobile tracking comes with a price of more than money. This new 
technology bears an undefined price tag due to looming changes in the law1 (and 
perhaps differences in interpretation of current law2), public perception, and poli-
tics. 

Because mobile tracking carries unique business risks, it is not a good first choice 
for obtaining data unless conventional methods are unsatisfactory to provide the 
data required to support any specific business decision. Nor is low cost alone suf-
ficient justification for its use; cost can often be mitigated in other ways, such as 
observation of a sample of shoppers at selected times and locations, rather than 
every moment in the life of every consumer who walks into or near a store. 

Honest appraisal of how data can and will be used in any given organization often 
favors modest data collection goals. Indeed, perhaps 
the only legitimate business case for mobile tracking 
would be to take immediate action based on real-time 
consumer behavior data. In practice, though, many re-
tailers, perhaps most retailers, are not yet ready for 
this, lacking both the infrastructure and the will to use 
it. 

The counterargument might be that mobile technology 
creates the means for real-time action, such as by pre-
senting a personalized offer to a shopper upon enter-
ing, or even passing near, a particular store or display. 
While this may be technically feasible, it certainly compounds the complexity of 
data management and privacy obligations. What’s more, it begs the question of 
whether such personalization would actually produce more profit than ordinary 
marketing methods, and whether any short-run benefits will persist over time. 

A disciplined practice of collecting and analyzing data only where the results will 
drive action, and avoiding mobile tracking when other means can provide the lev-
el of detail required to address the specific business problem at hand, greatly nar-
row the range of potential uses for mobile tracking. While this approach will surely 
be frustrating for mobile tracking vendors, it may be equally liberating for retailers. 

 

1  Mobile Device In-Store Data Collection and Related Privacy Issues, Gweneth (Mengye) Luo,   
  Com munications Director, Retail Analytics Council, Journal of Retail Analytics, Volume XI, Issue 2. 

2  Mobile Tracking Would Be Great, If It Weren't Illegal. (What, Everything Has to be Perfect With  
  You?), Mark Rasch, FierceRetailIT, November 16, 2011, http://www.fierceretail.com/retailit/story/   
  mobile-tracking-would-be-great-if-it-werent-illegal-what-everything-has-to-be-perfect-with-you   
  (retrieved 10/15/2016). 

 

Meta S. Brown, President 
of A4A Brown, Inc., au-
thor of Data Mining for 
Dummies, and creator of 
the “Story-telling for Data 
Analysts and Storytelling 
for Tech” workshops. 
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 Smart Kegs Help the Beer Industry Capture  
Every Drop of Profit 
 
By Daniel Gutwein, Director of Retail Analytics, Intel 
 

I 
n bars and restaurants across the world, owners or managers order a certain 
number of kegs per month and switch them out when empty, helping them to 
sell more. A new technology retains key information such as delivery date, date 

tapped, age of beer, and the keg’s potential end date. The technology also in-
cludes data such as the next delivery date and beer consumption trends. Basical-
ly, everything a restaurant manager needs to know about the status of the taps 
and more. The following is a case study about the Intel® and Steady Serv partner-
ship.  

The Internet of Beer Helps an Industry Maximize Profits 

Draft beer is often the greatest profit center for bars and restaurants. Retailers, 
distributors, and brewers need better ways to maximize those profits by tracking 
per-tap sales and improving inventory management. When it comes to using 
smart technology to drive business value in new ways, one innovator is serving up 
the perfect example. SteadyServ Technologies collaborated with Intel to develop 
a cloud- based draft beer insight system that’s revolutionizing the way the entire 
industry manages draft beer. 

The SteadyServ iKeg system uses sensors to automatically detect the amount of 
beer in a keg. Sensors placed under each keg transmit data to an Intel® IoT Gate-
way. Data is then routed to cloud-based software. Users can easily see which 
beers are selling— along with how to maximize profits and minimize waste. Intel’s 
IoT solutions provide security from the edge to the cloud to protect competitive 
data. This IoT application has made a big difference, with retailers seeing an an-
nual return on investment of up to 425 percent after deploying the system. 

Lack of Data Leads to Waste 

Beer is big. With craft breweries on the rise, retailers can choose from more 
brands and styles than ever before, making the need for a better way to monitor 
and manage inventory even more evident. In addition to offering the best beer 
mix, retailers need to know how much beer they have on hand. Kegs are often 
returned to the distributor with usable beer still in them. By zeroing in on the caus-
es of waste, retailers can boost profits and lower the cost of goods. 

The old methods of inventory management – lifting a keg to estimate how much is 
left, or relying on memory to know which beers are the best sellers – depend too 
much on human behavior. A “first in, first out” mentality to tapping kegs adds to 
the problem. To capture profits, retailers need a more accurate way to know when 
and what to order. 

Further up the supply chain, distributors want to know what they have in the retail-
er’s cooler and which draft combinations are driving sales. Brewers want to know 
which of their beers are selling best – and which are trending down. But point-of-
sale (POS) data from bars and restaurants is usually about three months old be-
fore it is available to brewers or distributors. It’s a costly delay that can hamper 
decision making. 

Sensors Provide Draft Beer Insight 

The cloud-based iKeg system revolutionizes how beer is managed. After spending 
months in research – weighing the specific gravity of various beers, studying the 
types of vessels each variety comes in, and logging other important details – 
smart sensors were developed that can detect the amount of beer in each keg. 
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 Now, retail employees simply place a keg on a circular iKeg sensor and open the 
app to match and record the beer. The sensor automatically detects the keg level 

and transmits this information to an Intel IoT 
Gateway, which routes data to cloud-based 
software that integrates with the retailer’s 
POS system. A user-friendly app keeps 
track of each keg on tap and shows how 
much is left, so retailers always know what is 
available (see Figure 1). In addition to re-
porting how much beer is left in a keg, in-
app reporting provides customers with fresh-
ness data and alerts to advise bar staff 
when beer is approaching its freshness 
date. 

Since its launch in 2014, the system has 
been deployed in hundreds of establish-
ments across the U.S. and internationally, 
from local bars in San Francisco to some of 
the largest pubs in Ireland. But it is not just 
catching attention from retailers. Reyes Bev-
erage Group, the world’s largest beer distrib-
utor of brands that include Heineken and 
MillerCoors, is helping fund deployments at 
its retailers’ locations to boost market share 
and minimize waste. 

Inventory Management Pays for Itself 

The system generates valuable data for all 
three levels of the beer industry. By measur-
ing inventory, depletion, and sell-through ve-
locity in near-real-time, iKeg helps users see 

a beer’s profit margin and performance by ounces poured. 

It is data that makes a big difference. Within 90 days of deploying this technology, 
retailers are seeing their gross revenues on draft beer increase by as much as 12 
percent.1 It also helped retailers realize an annual return on investment of up to 
425 percent after deploying the system, as well as a 5–7 percent reduction in cost 
of goods sold, thanks to less waste and draft optimization insights. 

Boosting retail profits 

By acting as a watchdog for waste, this technology helps bar and restaurant man-
agers prevent bad pouring, theft, or issues with tap lines. Regular reports show 
sales, profit, and waste per tap, so managers can see a true pour cost. 

Suggested ordering and draft optimization reports help retailers ensure they al-
ways have the right beers at the right time to maximize sales. The system aggre-
gates transactional data from POS systems and overlays it with unstructured data, 
such as weather and events, to provide insights into which styles a retailer should 
offer. Retailers receive reports and alerts on their mobile devices and also have 
access to rich information about their beers from the included database. 

Figure 1. The iKeg app gives retailers 
an at-a-glance view of inventory levels. 

1 SteadyServ customer data from 90-day trial, August through October 2015. 
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 Helping distributors compete 

The distributor tier of the beer industry is highly competitive, and mistakes are 
costly. Distributors struggle to get enough inventory for popular beers and suffer 
from overstocks in less popular products. The system shows distributors which 
beers and styles are currently selling best in a local area – not what sold a month 
ago. Reports also show which products are in a particular retailer’s cooler. This 
information helps distributors optimize purchases from brewers, control costs, and 
determine which beers could sell at a higher price. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Providing market data to brewers 

Breweries can use reports to get accurate, timely data about on-premise sales and 
make better decisions about how much of each beer to produce, how much raw 
material to buy, and how to best allocate marketing dollars. Brewers also know 
which distributors are low on inventory or are seeing a slowdown in sales within 
specific retailers or geographies. Beer producers and distributors can even use the 
reports to take a proactive role in helping retailers optimize their sales. 

Offering dynamic menus with digital signage 

Many retailers rotate beer varieties on a weekly basis. SteadyServ has launched 
digital signage to make it easier for restaurants and bars to show their customers 
what’s on tap (see Figure 2). These digital beer menus are tied into the Brew-
eryDB database, the retailer’s POS system, and their iKeg system to show a dy-
namic draft beer menu that updates every time a new keg is tapped. It’s the easi-
est way to show customers and staff what is available. 

SteadyServ iKeg and Intel IoT Gateways 

To develop its system, SteadyServ incorporated Intel IoT technologies, which span 
from sensors and devices at the edge of the network to the cloud. Intel’s open plat-
form allows innovators to focus on connecting and managing devices, delivering 
secure data to and from the cloud, and increasing business value through analyt-
ics. 

The iKeg system includes: 

 A circular iKeg weight sensor. 

 Individual RFID sensor tags on each tap line. 

 An Intel IoT Gateway that aggregates, filters, and encrypts data from iKeg 
sensors and sends it to the cloud. 

Figure 2. Digital signage automatically updates the beer menu when a new keg is 
tapped. 
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  Wireless communication from iKeg sensors to the gateway. 

 The SteadyServ cloud infrastructure that pairs sensor data with external 
data to provide reports to users through an Internet portal and mobile ap-
plication (see Figure 3). 

Intel IoT Gateways serve as the on- and off-ramps for information. The gateways 
transmit data only when an event occurs – for example, when a keg’s weight 
changes – rather than sending a constant stream of data. This frees up bandwidth 
and allows for doubling the number of sensors per gateway. 

Intel’s IoT solutions provide hardware-assisted security, integrated with software to 
offer world-class protection. Information is hosted in data centers powered by In-
tel® Xeon® Phi™ coprocessors and Cloudera data management software. This 
top-notch security and data management is critical to customers, who must protect 
their valuable, competitive data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

A Better Way to Tap Into Profits 

Using this innovative technology, the industry can now collect and aggregate data 
from bars and restaurants globally in a timely and efficient way. The days of manu-
ally shaking kegs and “guesstimating” inventory are over, replaced by sophisticat-
ed analysis and forward-looking intelligence. 

Figure 3. SteadyServ iKeg sensors automatically detect the amount of beer in the 
keg. Data is transferred to an Intel® IoT Gateway, which routes information to cloud-
based software. 

Daniel Gutwein, Director 
of Retail Analytics, Intel. 
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 The 5 Rs of Retail Digital Signage 

By Brian McClimans, Vice President, Global Business Development, Peerless-AV 

A 
ccording to IHS Inc., overall revenue for the digital signage market is ex-
pected to increase by 7 percent in 2016.1 Further, the retail space is the 
largest market using digital signage, making up 28 percent of the business 

market share.2 As many retailers know, the addition of digital signage not only of-
fers an exciting way to share information with customers, enhancing the overall 
shopping experience, but it also provides numerous benefits for retailers.  

Through digital signage, retailers are able to change content quickly and easily, 
presenting information in an eye-catching way that may result in increased sales. 
For instance, according to InfoTrends, digital signage increases the average pur-
chase amount by 29.5 percent. Further, results from an Arbitron study showed 
that one in three consumers stated they made an unplanned purchase after see-
ing a product advertised on a dynamic digital sign.3 

While making the leap to digital signage is becoming a key move for many retail-
ers, there are a number of points that should be considered prior to implementa-
tion. Referred to as the Seven Key Elements of Digital Signage by the Digital 
Signage Experts Group (DSEG), Digital Signage Expo, and the Digital Signage 
Federation, here are The 5 Rs of Retail Digital Signage.  

The Right Location.  

Finding the right location is a crucial step in the process of implementing digital 
signage in a retail space. It is about finding that sweet spot that will benefit the 
customer, and, overall, benefit the retailer. Retailers want to find a location that is 
not only high in traffic, but also where viewers congregate for an extended period 
of time. For example, checkout lines are great spots for signage – customers are 
stationary and digital signage can be a distraction to reduce perceived wait time, 
as well as share information on sales. According to Salonsense Media, digital 
signage reduces perceived wait 
times by as much as 35 percent.4 

Another ideal location for digital 
signage is at the entrance to the 
store, where retailers will want to 
take advantage of high traffic vol-
umes. A report from Industry 
Weapon found that 76 percent of 
consumers have entered a loca-
tion because they found the sign-
age to be interesting, while an ad-

1   IHS. (2015, June 8). Digital Signage Revenue to Grow 10 Percent in 2015, IHS Says. Retrieved 

from http://press.ihs.com/press-release/technology/digital-signage-revenue-grow-10-percent-2015-

ihs-says. 

2   Brawn, A.C. (2016, January 5). Recognizing and Embracing the Opportunities in Dynamic Digital 
Signage. Retrieved from http://www.dseg.org/recognizing-and-embracing-the-opportunities-in-
dynamic-digital-signage/. 

3    Brawn, A.C. Fundamentals of Digital Signage Business with ROI/ROO/TCO (PowerPoint slides).  
    Retrieved from http://www.digitalsignageconnection.com/fundamentals-digital-signage-business-                    
    and-roiroo-702.  
 
4   Salonsense Media. (2015, June 11). 10 Key Stats That Are Accelerating the Adoption of Digital     
   Signage. Retrieved from http://www.salonsensemedia.com/hello-world/.  
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 ditional 75 percent of consumers have told friends about a store simply because 
they were impressed by the signage. Finally, 68 percent of Americans made pur-
chases of a product or service because of the appealing nature of the digital sign-
age.5 

Another location element to keep in mind is accessibility to the digital signage dis-
plays for servicing and repairs. If the displays need maintenance or adjustment, 
they should be in a location that is easily reachable, but not disruptive to the flow 
of traffic.  

The Right Display.  

Just as retailers would want displays in the right location for optimal viewing, 
choosing the display that makes sense for the location is also important. The dis-
play has to meet the retailer’s needs. A top question to ask is, “Will the digital 
signage be going inside or outside of the store?” If it is outside, it is imperative 
that the display be built to withstand extreme weather conditions and possible 
vandalism. In these instances, the display should be a fully sealed, weatherproof 
system within a protective enclosure, featuring optically bonded and polarized 
glass and an ambient light sensor for all-day viewing.     

If the display will be located inside, retailers need to consider the main purpose for 
the display. Is it strictly informative, or is it meant to be interactive? The functional-
ity of the signage will also determine what type of display is chosen. For example, 
if the display is meant to be interactive, it will need to have a touch screen overlay 
and be large enough for customers to see what they are clicking on. 

The Right Mount.  

The right location and the appropriate display will determine the best mount for 
the signage. In choosing a mount, retailers should look to the features offered, 
including size and color. In addition, safety, durability, and security should be con-
sidered.  

Retailers will want to ask, “Is this safe for customers?” For example, the mount 
needs to be able to hold the full display weight. Using a mount that can only hold 
200 lbs. when the digital signage enclosure and display weigh more than that, 
would not be safe. Security is also a high priority. If the display is in an area where 

it may be subject to  tam-
pering, the mount should 
have latches and screws 
to securely enclose the 
display.  

In a retail application, ide-
al wall mounts will feature 
a slim design with quick 
release functionality for 
easy accessibility when 
servicing the display. 
Ceiling mounts are also a 
top choice for retail loca-

tions as signage can be placed above specific areas in a store, helping to draw 
customers to that location. Many retail locations will also want to consider floor-
standing kiosks, which can offer options such as way-finding, store credit card bill-
ing, product locators, and online ordering. 

5 
 Transparency Market Research. (2015, March 13). Increased Need for Enhancing Customer En-

gagement will Propel Quick Service Restaurant Ecosystems Market in the U.S. Retrieved from  

http://www.transparencymarketresearch.com/article/us-quick-service-restaurant-market.htm.  
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The Right Testing.  

Testing is an imperative step for a successful retail digital signage deployment. 
Before actually deploying the displays, the entire system should be tested. Retail-
ers need to ensure that the content, screen, and media player are all functioning 
together and the content is being perfectly displayed on the screen. Once that oc-
curs, the displays can be hung, leading to the last step of installers ensuring the 
display can be seen from all angles and that the mount’s tilt/articulating settings 
are appropriate.   

The Right Content.  

Last, but not least, retailers will want to share the most relevant information with 
customers, and the location of the signage will have an impact on the type of infor-
mation shared. “Content must be created to suit the objectives, viewer environ-
ment and other unique requirements of the digital signage network if the benefits 
are to be fully realized.”6 

For signage located outside a retail store, many retailers will want to utilize the lo-
cation for advertisements, helping to draw customers into the store. For signage 
inside a retail store, the content displayed is often wide-ranging, focusing on way-
finding (if the retail store is large), product news, special promotions, and direct 
customer communications, such as order availability.   

In addition, for retail locations that offer promotions based on time of day, like a 
quick-service restaurant, digital signage allows for the retailer to employ day-
parting, giving customers menu options for the appropriate time of day.  

As a general rule, retailers will want to make sure that valuable and engaging ma-
terial is always being shared. In some instances, general information like weather 
and time can be seasoned into the retailer-centric information being displayed. 
Overall, retailers must be mindful of the relevancy of the content, understanding 
that irrelevant content negates the purpose of having digital signage, which is en-
riching the customer experience.   

Conclusion 
 
If these considerations are made and the installation is done correctly, the new 
digital signage can serve as an information hub to help push sales, reduce cus-
tomer frustration, and improve the overall experience for customers. Thus, before 
the next digital signage implementation, assess the store’s needs and consider 
these five Rs of retail digital signage.  

 

Brian McClimans, Vice 

President, Global Busi-

ness Development, 

Peerless-AV. 

________________________ 

6
  Brawn, A.C. (n.d.) Understanding the Seven Key Elements of Digital Signage. Retrieved    

   from http://www.digitalsignageconnection.com/understanding-7-key-elements-digital- 

   signage-0. 
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PRI Research Articles   
 

Platt Retail Institute undertakes a variety of research projects throughout the year. 
The results of this research are published as Research Articles (available for free 
download with registration). Some of the available PRI Research Articles  
include: 
 
“Customer and Inventory Insights Generated by Location-Based Analytics, and 
the Introduction of an Online – In-Store Behavioral Bonding Model.” Commis-
sioned by Tyco, this research article explains that with the rapid changes in shop-
ping behavior and especially the relationship between online and in-store consum-
er activities, it is highly important for retailers to make technological investments in 
an integrated information platform.  
 
“Deployment and Test of the Digital Life Experience at an AT&T Retail Store.” 
This research, sponsored by Lighthaus Logic, describes a test conducted by 
AT&T in its Arlington Heights, Illinois, retail store. The test was designed to deter-
mine if having a more robust user experience in an  
interactive environment would lead to increased customer adoption and sales of 
the Digital Life service, an AT&T technology that encompasses a variety of home 
security and home automation options.  
 
“The Future of Retail: A Perspective on Emerging Technology and Store For-
mats,”  was released in conjunction with the PRI Retail Forum at Digital Signage 
Expo 2014. This research, sponsored by Two West, examines the history of retail 
in the U.S., emerging technology that is impacting retail today, and how retail 
store formats will change in the future and integrate various digital technologies. 
The goal of this Research Article is to inform the reader about the disruptive 
changes occurring in the retail industry, and to help retailers prepare for and em-
brace evolving retail formats and technologies. 
  
“Retail Attitudes and Adoption Trends of Multi-Channel and Omni-Channel Mar-
keting,” was research undertaken to gain insights into retailers’ attitudes about 
multi-channel use and the adoption of omni-channel marketing  
strategies. While most retailers use multiple channels to reach their customers, it 
was noteworthy that the retailers who participated in this  research expect email 
and mobile marketing to increase in importance while the physical selling location 
is expected to fall. This research was sponsored by Digital Signage Expo. 
 
“Digital Signage’s Role as Part of a Multimodal Approach to Deliver Emergency 
Messaging on Campus,” explains the rapid adoption of digital signage networks 
as an important communication tool on university campuses. In 2010, PRI re-
leased a Research Report, " Communication Effectiveness in Higher Education," 
which illustrated that digital communication networks (DCNs) are becoming a via-
ble alternative to older forms of on-campus communication. PRI conducted addi-
tional research, sponsored by Digital Signage Expo, Four Winds Interactive, Intel, 
and NEC Display Solutions, to delve further into the role of digital signage in deliv-
ering emergency messages on campus.  
 
“The Media-Saturn In-Store Digital Experience,” is an extensive case study that 
details the technologies, management, and unique software that European retailer 
Media-Saturn built to create, manage, and distribute content in different lan-
guages across its network. Not only is Media-Saturn Europe's largest electronics 
retailer, it arguably has the most advanced, complex customer-facing technolo-
gies of any retailer in the EU. 
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 PRI Working Papers  
 

With the assistance of leading academic institutions, PRI publishes groundbreaking 
industry research related to in-store marketing, digital communications networks, 
and more. PRI Working Papers may be downloaded for free with registration.  

 

Communication Effectiveness in Higher Education  

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; Kevin King, Director of Research, Platt  
Retail Institute  
 

PRI Working Paper No. 8  

A Determination of the Revenue Potential from Digital Screen  
Advertising at a Major League Baseball Stadium 
 

PRI Working Paper No. 7 

Test Results from a Bank Branch Digital Communications Network 

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; and Dr. Jean-Charles Chebat, Ecole des 
Hautes Etudes Commerciales, Montreal, Canada  
 

PRI Working Paper No. 6 

Impacting the Customer Experience at a Bank Branch through a  
Digital Communications Network  

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; and Peter VanSickle, BMO Bank of Montreal  
 

PRI Working Paper No. 5 

Deployment and Test of a Retail Digital Communications Network by  
the United States Postal Service 

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; Dr. Kamel Jedidi, Columbia University Graduate 
School of Business; and Margot Myers, United States Postal Service  
 

PRI Working Paper No. 4 

Leveraging the Impact of Retail Digital Signage Advertising through  
Behavioral Merchandising 

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; John Greening, Northwestern University; and  
Bill Pennell, Tesco Media Services  
 

PRI Working Paper No. 3 

Establishing Retail Digital Signage as a New Media and Measuring its  
Effectiveness 

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; Dr. Francis J. Mulhern, Northwestern University; 
and Guy Vaughan, Retail Marketing Services  
 

PRI Working Paper No. 2 

Implications for Retail Adoption of Digital Signage Systems 

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; Dr. Kingshuk K. Sinha, University of Minnesota 
and Research Fellow, Platt Retail Institute; Dr. Barton A. Weitz, University of Florida; 
with Pat Hellberg, Nike, Inc.; G.V. Iyer, Bank of America; and Margot Myers, United 
States Postal Service.  

PRI Working Paper No. 1 

 

PRI is the leading pub-
lisher of tactical research 
in the area of In-Store 
Marketing and Dig ita l 
Communicat ions 
Networks.  
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 PRI Research and Event Sponsorships 

With the assistance of leading academic institutions, the Platt Retail Institute 
publishes groundbreaking industry research related to in-store marketing and 
digital communications networks. These are published as either Working Papers 
or Research Articles. In addition, PRI seeks funding for other unique projects. 

Sponsorship of PRI research offers a variety of benefits. These include establishing 
the sponsor as an industry thought leader, creating various promotional opportuni-
ties, and enabling the sponsors’ association with the leading research and consulting 
firm in the field.  

Current sponsorship opportunities include: 

2) Working Paper and Research Article sponsorship benefits can be    
customized, but generally include the following:  

 The right to distribute copies of the re- 
      search. 
 PRI will present the research on behalf of 
      the Sponsor.  
 In the front of the Paper/Article, a de-    

scription of the Sponsor’s firm and a firm 
logo will be presented.  

 On PRI’s website detailing the research,    
  the Sponsor will be noted and its logo will  
  be listed.  

 Leads from downloads on the PRI web- 
      site will be provided to sponsors. 

 

 

 

Contact PRI for information about sponsorship opportunities.  

 

1) Journal of Retail Analytics (quarterly) 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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Industry Events Calendar  

 

 
March 8-11, 2016 

European Sign Expo and FESPA Digital Exhibition 
RAI 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands 

March 9-10, 2016 

Retail Business Technology Expo 
Retail Design Expo 
Retail Digital Signage Expo 
Olympia 
London, England 

March 15, 2016 

PRI Digital Retail Forum 
Las Vegas Convention Center 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

March 15-18, 2016 

Digital Signage Expo 2016 
Las Vegas Convention Center 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

March 23-25, 2016 

GlobalShop 2016 
Mandalay Bay Convention Center 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

April 20-23, 2016 

ISA International Sign Expo 
Orange County Convention Center 
Orlando, Florida 

May 4-6, 2016 

Retail and Consumer Goods Analytics Summit 
The Drake Hotel 
Chicago, Illinois 

May 16-18, 2016 

ShopTalk 
Aria Hotel 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

May 16-19, 2016 

eTail Canada 
Hyatt Regency 
Toronto, Ontario 

May 18-19, 2016 

Retail Analytics Council Executive Development Program 
Orrington Hotel 
Evanston, Illinois 

June 1-3, 2016 

ICXA Summit 
Four Seasons Hotel 
Dallas, Texas 
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 Contact PRI 
 

 

  

Steven Keith Platt  

Director & Research  

Fellow, PRI and  

Research Director,  

Retail Analytics Council 

P.O. Box 158 

Hinsdale, IL 60522 U.S.A.      

Phone: 630.481.4976 

contact@plattretailinstitute.org     

 

Juan Clotet 

Director, 

Spanish Operations 

Ctra de Mig, 75 

08907 L’Hospitalet de 

Llobregat 

Barcelona, Spain 

Phone: (34) 931847755 
juanc@plattretailinstitute.org 

Margot Myers 

Director,  

Global Marketing &  

Communications, PRI and  

Director of Marketing, 

Retail Analytics Council 

Phone: 480-773-3118  
margotm@plattretailinstitute.org 

 

Gordon Helm 

Director,  

Publication Management 

Phone: 602-606-2228 
gordonh@plattretailinstitute.org 

Claudia Lehmann 

Deputy Director, 

German Operations 

Phone: (49) 211 59896507 

claudial@plattretailinstitute.org 

 
Frank Rehme 
Director, 
German Operations 
Rather Kirchplatz 11 
40472 Dusseldorf 
Germany 
Phone: [49] 211 59896507 
frankr@plattretailinstitute.org 
 

 

 

Melissa Nelson 

Vice President,  

Corporate  

Communications  

Phone: 843-312-2950 
melissan@plattretailinstitute.org 

 

Connect with PRI: 
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mailto:margotm@plattretailinstitute.org
mailto:gordonh@plattretailinstitute.org
http://www.twitter.com/PRI_US_EU
https://www.facebook.com/plattretailinstitute
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=14627406&authType=name&authToken=yMVW&offset=2&trk=prof-sb-pdm-similar-photo
mailto:contact@plattretailinstitute.org?subject=Query%20From%20Journal

